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a b s t r a c t
In stably stratiﬁed turbulence, computations under Oberbeck–Boussinesq (OB) hypothesis of temperatureindependent ﬂuid properties may lead to inaccurate representation of the ﬂow ﬁeld and to wrong estimates
of momentum/heat transfer coefﬁcients. This is clearly assessed here comparing direct numerical simulations of stratiﬁed turbulence under OB conditions to simulations under NOB (Non-Oberbeck–Boussinesq)
conditions of temperature-dependent ﬂuid viscosity and thermal expansion coefﬁcient. Compared to the
OB case, NOB conditions may induce local ﬂow relaminarization with signiﬁcant variations (up to 30%)
of heat and momentum transfer coefﬁcients. Together with DNS results, we propose a phenomenological
model (based on turbulent bursts) for heat transfer prediction in stratiﬁed turbulence under OB and NOB
conditions. Implications of NOB assumptions on mixing efﬁciency (i.e. ﬂux Richardson number Rif) and turbulent Prandtl number (Prt) are also discussed. These results are of speciﬁc importance in RANS modelling,
where the condition Prt = 1 is usually assumed (Reynolds analogy). Although this assumption is valid in
some situations (i.e. boundary layer, pipe ﬂow) there is uncertainty about its validity for stably-stratiﬁed
turbulence. We demonstrate that this assumption is inaccurate when NOB effects become signiﬁcant.
Ó 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Controlling momentum and heat transfer efﬁciency in stratiﬁed
turbulence is of great importance in a wide range of industrial applications (Armenio and Sarkar, 2002). In many situations, stratiﬁcation develops near a solid boundary: this is the case of heat
exchangers, where stratiﬁcation develops near their vertical/side
boundaries. From a physical point of view, a wall-bounded stably
stratiﬁed ﬂow is a ﬂuid layer conﬁned between two conductive walls
and heated from above (with gravity acting downwards in the wallnormal direction). The analysis of stably stratiﬁed ﬂows is usually
performed under the Oberbeck–Boussinesq (OB) approximation
(Armenio and Sarkar, 2002; Iida et al., 2002), in which the ﬂuid density depends linearly on temperature whereas all the other ﬂuid
properties are uniform and independent of temperature. However,
the OB approximation is never exactly valid in practice, especially
for liquids subjected to large temperature gradients (Ahlers et al.,
2006). This is the case of water, for which ﬂuid properties vary significantly with temperature. To ﬁx reference values, when water
temperature decreases from 343 K to 303 K, water viscosity changes
from l ’ 0.4  103 Pa s to l ’ 0.8  103 Pa s, a value twice the
size. For the same temperature variation, the thermal expansion
coefﬁcient decreases from b ’ 5.7  104 K1 (at 343 K) to
b ’ 3  104 K1 (at 303 K), a value almost halved. Although NOB
⇑ Tel.: +39 0432558006.
E-mail address: francesco.zonta@uniud.it
0142-727X/$ - see front matter Ó 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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(Non-Oberbeck–Boussinesq) effects have been extensively investigated for Rayleigh–Benard convection (Ahlers et al., 2006; Sugiyama
et al., 2009; Sameen et al., 2009), studies of NOB effects for stablystratiﬁed ﬂows are fewer (see Zonta et al., 2012b and references
therein).
In this paper, we demonstrate that NOB assumptions lead to a
symmetry breaking of the ﬂow structure (the degree of asymmetry
being dependent on the ﬂow parameters) with signiﬁcant modiﬁcations of momentum and heat transfer mechanisms. Implications of
NOB assumptions on mixing efﬁciency (i.e. the amount of energy
available for mixing which is irreversibly lost to potential energy, here
quantiﬁed by the ﬂux Richardson number Rif) and on the turbulent
Prandtl number (Prt) are also discussed. These results are of importance for RANS modelling, where the Reynolds analogy (Prt = 1) is
usually adopted. Although this assumption is valid in a variety of situations (i.e. boundary layer, pipe ﬂow) there is uncertainty about its
validity for stably-stratiﬁed turbulence (Laskowski et al., 2007). We
demonstrate here that the Reynolds analogy is applicable only when
OB conditions hold, but totally unphysical otherwise. In the latter
case, more accurate physical modelling is required to improve current
parametrization of mixing in stratiﬁed turbulence.
2. Formulation
We perform Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of an incompressible and Newtonian turbulent ﬂow of water in a plane channel (with differentially-heated walls). Momentum and energy
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balance equations are written in a variable-properties formulation
and are solved using a pseudo-spectral technique (Zonta et al.,
2012a,b). We consider the case of stably-stratiﬁed turbulence, consisting of a ﬂuid layer conﬁned between a hot top wall (kept at
temperature hH) and a cold bottom wall (kept at temperature hC).
The ﬂow is driven by a pressure gradient in the horizontal direction, x (whereas gravity acts downward in the wall-normal direction, z). The problem of heat convection in stratiﬁed turbulence is
described by the shear Reynolds number (Res), the Grashof number
(Gr) and the Prandtl number (Pr):

Res ¼

3
qus h
gbDhð2hÞ
lcp
; Gr ¼
; Pr ¼
:
2
l
m
k

ð1Þ

In Eq. (1), density (q), dynamic and kinematic viscosities (l, m), thermal conductivity (k), speciﬁc heat (cp) and thermal expansion coefﬁcient (b) of the ﬂuid are all
at the reference temperature
pevaluated
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
href = (hH + hC)/2. Also, us ¼ sw =q is the shear velocity (sw = l@huxi/
@z being the shear stress at the wall and ux the streamwise velocity),
h is the half-channel height, g is the acceleration due to gravity and
Dh = hH  hC is the temperature difference between the walls.
Brackets h  i indicate average in time and in space (over the wall
surfaces). The Reynolds and Grashof numbers quantify the importance of the inertial and buoyancy effects within the ﬂow, whereas
the Prandtl number is a property of the ﬂuid state and measures the
ratio between momentum and thermal diffusivity. In stratiﬁed
ﬂows, the behaviour of the ﬂow ﬁeld may be described by the shear
Richardson number, Ris = Gr/Re2. In this study we ﬁx the value of Pr
and Gr (Pr = 3 and Gr ’ 1.1  107) and we consider three different
values of the shear Reynolds number: Res = 110, 150 and 180. This
corresponds to a physical situation in which water at href = 50 °C is
used as working ﬂuid and the temperature difference between the
hot and cold wall is Dh = 40 °C. In the present study, we consider
all ﬂuid properties uniform but l and b. Variations of q, k and cp
with temperature are at least an order of magnitude lower and
may be neglected (Incropera and Dewitt, 1985; Zonta et al.,
2012b). To assess modiﬁcations of momentum and heat transfer
coefﬁcients due to NOB conditions, we compute the friction factor
(Cf), the bulk Nusselt number (Nub) and the centreline Nusselt number (Nuc) as:

sw
qw Dh
qw h
; Nub ¼
; Nuc ¼
;
2
kðh
kðh

h
Þ
q
u
W
W  href Þ
b
b
2

Cf ¼ 1

ð2Þ

where qw = k@hhi/@z is the mean heat ﬂux at the wall while ub and hb
are the bulk velocity and bulk temperature. Note that the bulk Reynolds number may be deﬁned as Reb = qubDh/l, where Dh = 4h is the
hydraulic diameter.
3. Results
Measurements of friction factor (Cf) and Nusselt numbers (Nub
and Nuc) for the case of neutrally-buoyant channel turbulence
(forced convection, FC, i.e. buoyancy is neglected) were performed
to obtain reference data for benchmarking stratiﬁed turbulence results. Measured values are summarized in Table 1. Although buoyancy is neglected (neutrally-buoyant turbulence), NOB effects (due
solely to l(T) in this case) are anyway important at the Reynolds
numbers considered in this study (Zonta et al., 2012a): the local value of the friction factor computed at the cold (C Cf ) and hot wall
(C Hf ) is substantially different (±15%) from that obtained assuming
uniform ﬂuid properties (Cf). These differences are due to a different value of the shear stress at the two walls, which depends on the
local value of the ﬂuid viscosity. By contrast, the Nusselt number is
not inﬂuenced by temperature-induced viscosity variations. This
result can be explained considering that, in this speciﬁc ﬂow
conﬁguration, the total heat ﬂux is constant across the channel.

In Table 1 we also provide reference data for Cf and Nub obtained
from currently available correlations. In particular, we use
1=3
C f ¼ 0:073  Re1=4
(Dean, 1978) and Nub ¼ 0:027  Re4=5
m
b Pr
(Sieder and Tate, 1936). Note that Rem = Reb/2.
Measurements of friction factor (Cf) and Nusselt numbers (Nub
and Nuc) for the case of stratiﬁed turbulence are shown in Figs. 1–3
and summarized in Table 2. In particular, in Fig. 1 the friction factor
Cf/Cf,0 (Cf,0 being the friction factor for neutrally-buoyant ﬂows) is
computed as a function of the reference Ris at the hot wall (open
symbols) and at the cold wall (ﬁlled symbols). Depending on the value of Ris, a peculiar range of inﬂuence of l(T) and b(T) is recognized: for larger Ris (resp. smaller Ris), l(T) only (resp. b(T) only)
has an impact on momentum transfer efﬁciency. Although at higher
Reynolds number (and lower Richardson number) the effect of l(T)
vanishes (Fig. 1a), the effect of b(T) persists (Fig. 1b). There is a range
of intermediate situations (corresponding here to Ris = 498 and
Res = 150) in which the effects of l(T) and b(T) are both signiﬁcant
and comparable. We take this speciﬁc situation as reference case to
discuss NOB effects on momentum/heat transfer efﬁciency. For l(T)
and Ris = 498 (Fig. 1a), Cf/Cf,0 ’ 0.9 at the hot wall and Cf/Cf,0 ’ 0.4 at
the cold wall. Turbulence is sustained near the hot wall, where viscosity is lower, and suppressed near the cold wall, where viscosity
is higher and ﬂow relaminarization is observed (see inset of Fig. 1a).
An opposite situation occurs when b(T) is considered, with turbulence sustained near the cold wall only (Cf/Cf,0 ’ 0.9 at the cold wall
and Cf/Cf,0 ’ 0.4 at the hot wall). This result is consistent with the
distribution of b (and of the buoyancy force FB / b(T)) across the
channel. A ﬂuid particle close to the hot wall experiences a buoyancy FB which is larger than that of a ﬂuid particle close to the cold
wall, resulting in buoyancy-dominated laminar ﬂow (buoyancy has
a stabilizing effect) near the hot wall and shear-dominated turbulent ﬂow near the cold wall. An instance of this peculiar ﬂow conﬁguration is shown in the inset of Fig. 1b.
The structure of the ﬂow ﬁeld also inﬂuences the average values
of momentum/heat transfer. Compared to the neutrally-buoyant
case (Cf,0, Nuc,0) stable stratiﬁcation reduces the average transport
of momentum and heat (Arya, 1975; Armenio and Sarkar, 2002;
Iida et al., 2002). The friction factor (Cf) and the Nusselt number
(Nu) drop accordingly, while the bulk velocity increases (Table 2).
To gain insight into the physical mechanism responsible for this
behaviour, ﬂow visualizations (contour maps of the temperature
ﬁeld) for neutrally-buoyant and stably stratiﬁed turbulence are
presented and brieﬂy discussed (Fig. 2). Simulations at Res = 150
are taken as reference case here. For stably-stratiﬁed turbulence
(Fig. 2a) elongated wavy structures, called Internal Gravity Waves
(IGW), are observed in the core region of the channel. For neutrally-buoyant turbulence (Fig. 2b), temperature is advected as a
passive scalar and there is no physical mechanism (induced by
the balance between inertia and buoyancy) for IGW to be sustained. It is clear that momentum and heat transfer are strongly
inﬂuenced by IGW: ﬂuid parcels that reach IGW do not have enough energy to penetrate them, since IGW create a strong temperature gradient (thermocline) which acts as a potential barrier
(Ferziger et al., 2002; Zonta et al., 2012b). As a consequence, transfer coefﬁcients reduce considerably. In Fig. 3 we quantify this
trend. Note that for Ris = 926 the stabilizing effect of buoyancy is
so overwhelming compared to inertia that the ﬂow becomes laminar (Cf/Cf,0 ’ 0.2 and Nuc/Nuc,0 ’ 0.12). We also note that NOB effects (due to b(T) in particular) on the overall momentum/heat
transport efﬁciency may be important: compared to the OB case
(–.– in Fig. 3a), differences of Nuc and Cf up to 25% are visible
for b(T) at Ris = 346 (–j– in Fig. 3a). Viscosity variations have a
negligible inﬂuence on the overall momentum/heat transport
efﬁciency. However, this average value hides the real physics of
the phenomenon, characterized by a strongly non-symmetric ﬂow
behaviour (see Fig. 1 and comments therein). Flow asymmetry
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Table 1
Friction factor (Cf) and Nusselt numbers (Nub, Nuc) for turbulent Forced Convection (FC) in neutrally-buoyant channel ﬂow. Simulations FC1 and FC2
are performed on a 128  128  129 grid. Simulations from FC3 to FC6 are performed on a 256  256  257 grid. When l = l(T) friction factors C Hf
and C Cf are evaluated at the hot and cold wall, respectively. Reference data from currently available correlations are also provided. In particular, we
4=5
use C f ¼ 0:073  Re1=4
(Dean, 1978) and Nub ¼ 0:027  Reb Pr 1=3 (Sieder and Tate, 1936), where Rem = Reb/2.
m
Thermophysical properties

Res

Reb

Cf
C Cf

FC1:
FC2:
FC3:
FC4:
FC5:
FC6:

OB

l = l(T)
OB
l = l(T)
OB
l = l(T)

110
110
150
150
180
180

6445
6371
9198
9113
11269
11085

9.3
10.8
8.5
10.1
8.2
9.4

Cf
3
CH
f [  10 ]

8.2
7.7
7.4

Nub

(Dean, 1978) [  103]
9.7
9.7
8.9
8.9
8.4
8.4

Nub

Nuc

(Sieder and Tate, 1936)
37.5
37.5
52
52.1
63.1
63

43.4
43
57.7
57.3
67.9
67.1

8.1
8.1
11.3
11.4
13.6
13.6

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Contour maps of the temperature ﬁeld for stably-stratiﬁed ﬂow (OB
assumptions) at Res = 150 (only half domain is shown along y direction). (b)
Contour maps of the temperature ﬁeld for neutrally-buoyant ﬂow at Res = 150 (only
half domain is shown along y direction).

Fig. 1. (a) Normalized friction factor (Cf/Cf,0) for simulations with l(T) computed at
the hot and cold walls. (b) Normalized friction factor (Cf/Cf,0) for simulations with
b(T) computed at the hot and cold walls. Open symbols (–– and –h–) represent the
values of Cf/Cf,0 computed at the hot wall; close symbols (–– and –j–) represent
the values of Cf/Cf,0 computed at the cold wall. Values of Cf/Cf,0 obtained from OB
simulations (–.–) are also shown for comparison purposes. Flow visualizations
using contour maps of the temperature ﬁeld have been inserted (insets). Error bars
represent the standard deviation of Cf from its averaged value.

induced by the temperature dependence of the ﬂuid properties
(NOB effects) have been experimentally observed in Rayleigh–Benard convection (see Ahlers et al., 2009 for a review). However,
in contrast to our ﬁndings, Nu in Rayleigh–Benard convection is
surprisingly insensitive to NOB effects. We believe that this difference is due to ﬂow conﬁguration (Rayleigh–Benard convection in
Ahlers et al. (2009), stratiﬁed channel turbulence in our work). In
stratiﬁed channel turbulence, heat is driven by a combination of

Fig. 3. Normalized friction factor (Cf/Cf,0) and Nusselt number (Nuc/Nuc,0) for
simulations of stably-stratiﬁed turbulence: –.– represents results obtained
assuming OB assumptions; –– represents results obtained assuming l(T); –j–
represents results obtained assuming b(T). Results of Nuc/Nuc,0 obtained from our
sempliﬁed model of heat transfer in stably stratiﬁed turbulence (open symbols) are
also shown: –O– for OB assumptions, –h– for b(T). Error bars represent the
standard deviation of Cf and Nu from their averaged value.

natural convection effects (due to temperature differences) and
forced convection effects (due to the mean ﬂow in the streamwise
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Table 2
Friction factor (Cf) and Nusselt numbers (Nub, Nuc) for turbulent convection in a stably-stratiﬁed channel ﬂow. Simulations are performed
on a 256  256  257 grid. When l = l(T) friction factors C Hf and C Cf are evaluated at the hot and cold wall, respectively.
Thermophysical properties

Res

Ris

Reb

Cf
C Cf

SS1:
SS2:
SS3:
SS4:
SS5:
SS6:
SS7:
SS8:
SS9:

OB

l = l(T)
b = b(T)
OB
l = l(T)
b = b(T)
OB
l = l(T)
b = b(T)

110
110
110
150
150
110
180
180
180

926
926
926
498
498
498
346
346
346

16112
15255
16130
10919
11338
11900
12280
12312
14322

direction). Since forced convection effects are negligible in
Rayleigh–Benard convection, we might expect a different inﬂuence
of NOB on Nu behaviour depending on the speciﬁc problem
(Rayleigh–Benard convection, as in Ahlers et al. (2009), or stratiﬁed
channel turbulence, as in the present work).
3.1. A phenomenological model for Nu prediction
Prediction of Nusselt number (Nu) in forced convection is a
problem that has been extensively investigated in literature, and
several numerical correlations have been developed (Sieder and
Tate, 1936). By contrast, explicit correlations for predicting Nu in
stratiﬁed turbulence are scarce. For this reason, we try to develop
here a phenomenological model for heat transfer prediction in
stratiﬁed turbulence. Our model is built following that of Hetsroni
et al. (1996), developed for predicting heat transfer in forced-convection turbulence. Some of the details derived in Hetsroni et al.
(1996) are recalled in the following for completeness. We have
recently applied a similar strategy for Nu prediction in Poiseuille–
Rayleigh–Benard turbulent ﬂows (Zonta and Soldati, 2013). We assume that the amount of heat Q removed from the wall during time
t is the sum of a conductive heat ﬂux Q1 (quasi-laminar regions)
and a convective heat ﬂux Q2 (bursting events). Depending on the
behaviour of the ﬂow ﬁeld, Q1 or Q2 may provide negligible contributions to Q: speciﬁcally, we can assume Q ’ Q1 for laminar ﬂows
and Q ’ Q2 for turbulent ﬂows. We consider ﬁrst the turbulent ﬂow
case. A bursting event (coherent structure) is modelled as an axially
symmetrical submerged jet. The energy transferred from the wall
by a submerged jet of cross-sectional area s and duration t1 is (see
Hetsroni et al., 1996) Q = 2qcpwmDhms t1I, where I ’ A/Prn (for
water, A = 0.0667 and n = 0.8), wm and hm are the velocity and the
temperature at the axis of the jet while Dhm = hm  href (href is the
centerline reference temperature). For the present model, we assume that a ﬂuid particle entrained in a burst event is driven by
two opposite mechanisms: a shear-induced mechanism which
pushes a particle away from the wall, and a buoyancy-induced
mechanism which pushes a particle towards the wall (in stratiﬁed
ﬂows, a ﬂuid particle that does get displaced away from the wall
tends to be restored to its original position). Associated to these
opposite mechanisms, we may deﬁne two different characteristic
velocities, i.e. wm,shear and wm,buoy such that wm = wm,shear  wm,buoy.
Since the total amount of heat removed from the wall is
Q = a(hw  href), the thermal balance reads as:

Q ¼ aðhw  href Þ ¼ 2qcp ðwm;shear  wm;buoy ÞDhm cðA=Prn Þ;

Nuc;0

Nuc;buoy

Nuc

1.9
1.5

6.4
6.4
6.4
36.2
35
28.7
50.4
50.1
39.2

1
1
1
4.5
4.3
3.5
6.5
6.5
5.1

7.6
3
6.9
3.3

Based on Eq. (4), the Nusselt number may be considered as the sum of
a contribution due to turbulent bursts (Nuc,0, buoyancy is neglected)
and a contribution due to buoyancy (Nuc,buoy). Eq. (4) may be written
as Nuc/Nuc,0 = 1  wm,buoy/wm,shear, where wm,shear = ub (with ub the
bulk velocity) and wm,buoy = (gbrefDh2h)1/2 = 1/2Gr1/2m/h (i.e. the
free-fall velocity, see Sugiyama et al., 2009). Since burst events originated in the near-wall region expand into the outer region with a
wall-normal velocity comparable to the streamwise convection
velocity, we assume wm,shear ’ ub and hence  = 1. For wall-bounded
turbulent ﬂows, the bulk velocity may be expressed as ub =us ¼
8:74Re1=7
s (Schlichting, 1979). With these assumptions, we obtain
1=2

Nuc
1 Gr1=2 1
1 Ris
’1
¼1
:
17:4 Res Re1=7
17:4
Nuc;0
Re1=7
s
s

ð5Þ

For laminar ﬂow (no contribution by turbulent bursts), we have
Nuc = (ah)/(k) = (qwh)/(hw  href) = 1. For our simulations, Nuc/Nuc,0 ’ 0.49 (for Ris = 346 and Res = 180), Nuc/Nuc,0 ’ 0.38 (for Ris = 498
and Res = 150) and Nuc/Nuc,0 ’ 0.12 (for Ris = 926 and Res = 110).
The present model may be extended to NOB conditions. In particular, when b(T) is considered, the characteristic free-fall velocity
should be corrected to represent the actual (vertical) velocity in a
1=2
ﬂuid layer with non-uniform b. Assuming wNOB
m;buoy ¼ ðbbulk =bref Þ
wm;buoy , with bbulk the bulk thermal expansion coefﬁcient, we obtain

Nuc
bbulk
’1
Nuc;0
bref

!1=2

1=2

1 Ris
:
17:4 Re1=7
s

ð6Þ

In our simulations (bbulk/bref)1/2 = 1.1, leading to Nuc/Nuc,0 ’ 0.44
(for Ris = 346 and Res = 180), Nuc/Nuc,0 ’ 0.32 (for Ris = 498 and
Res = 150) and Nuc/Nuc,0 ’ 0.12 (for Ris = 926 and Res = 110). Values
of Nuc obtained from the present model for both OB (uniform ﬂuid
properties, –O–) and NOB (b(T), –h–) assumptions are shown in
Fig. 3 together with our DNS results. A nice qualitative and quantitative agreement between DNS results and the simpliﬁed model is
observed. For OB conditions, the present model works properly
throughout the entire range of parameters considered in this study.
For NOB conditions, the present model is still accurate except for
Ris = 346, where some differences, compared to DNS results, are observed. In particular, this model seems to underestimate the stabilizing effect due to local ﬂow relaminarization produced by
temperature dependent thermal expansion coefﬁcient at Ris = 346.
3.2. Mixing efﬁciency and turbulent Prandtl number

ð3Þ

with a the heat transfer coefﬁcient and c = t1/t. In dimensionless
form, obtained multiplying by h/k(hw  href) and assuming Dhm = hw  href, Eq. (3) becomes

l
A h
l
A h
Nuc ¼ ah=k ¼ 2 cp wm;shear c n  2 cp wm;buoy c n :
k
m
m
Pr
Pr
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄk}

1.5
1.2
1.5
6.1
3.5
7.1
6.9
6.7
7.4

Nub
3
CH
f [  10 ]

ð4Þ

We conclude our analysis considering NOB effects on ﬂow mixing efﬁciency and on turbulent Prandtl number. For stably stratiﬁed shear ﬂows, mixing efﬁciency can be evaluated from the ﬂux
Richardson number Rif (Peltier and Caulﬁeld, 2003):

Rif ¼

Bk
gbhh0 u0z i
¼
;
xi
Pk hu0x u0z i @hu
@z

ð7Þ
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Fig. 4. Mixing efﬁciency (Rif) and turbulent Prandtl number (Prt) as a function of the gradient Richardson number Rig: (a) Rif for simulations of stratiﬁed turbulence at
Res = 150 (Ris = 498). (b) Rif for simulations of stratiﬁed turbulence at Res = 180 (Ris = 326). (c) Prt for simulations of stratiﬁed turbulence at Res = 150 (Ris = 498). (d) Prt for
simulations of stratiﬁed turbulence at Res = 180 (Ris = 326). Results obtained using OB assumption (solid line) are compared with those obtained using l(T) (dotted line) and
b(T) (dash-dotted line).

where Bk and Pk are production of Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) by
buoyancy and by mean shear, respectively. Mixing efﬁciency quantiﬁes the amount of TKE (which, from a theoretical point of view, is
the energy available for mixing) lost to Potential Energy (PE). The
behaviour of Rif is shown in Fig. 4a and b as a function of the gradient Richardson number, Rig = gb(@hhi/@z)/(@huxi/@z)2. Note that computation of Rif is possible for Ris = 498 (Res = 150) and Ris = 346
(Res = 180) only, since for Ris = 926 (Res = 110) the ﬂow is laminar.
Under OB conditions, Rif increases almost linearly with Rig for both
Res = 150 and Res = 180 (solid lines in Fig. 4a and b). When Rif < 1,
the shear production of turbulence (Pk) dominates, and the usual
turbulent boundary layer theory applies (in the near wall region,
a small fraction of TKE is lost to PE). When Rif > 1, we expect the
buoyancy ﬂux (Bk) to suppress the boundary layer turbulence. This
happens in the core region of the channel, where a large proportion
of TKE is lost to PE owing to IGW (thermocline). Under NOB conditions (l(T) and b(T)), Rif was computed only for the turbulent region
of the channel: for the laminar region there is no production of TKE
by either shear, Pk ? 0, or buoyancy, Bk ? 0. Fig. 4a and b show that
Rif decreases strongly for both Res = 150 and Res = 180, meaning
that turbulence is mainly produced by shear and only a small proportion of TKE is lost to PE (Rif < 1). This is true except for the case of
l(T) and Res = 180. For this situation, Rif is close to the value computed for OB assumptions (no laminarization is observed and the
ﬂow structure is similar to the OB case).
To investigate further on mixing and energy transfer mechanisms in stratiﬁed turbulence, we computed the turbulent Prandtl
number Prt. Within the framework of the eddy viscosity
hypothesis,

hu0x u0z i ¼ Du

@hux i
;
@z

hh0 u0z i ¼ Dh

@hhi
;
@z

duced to obtained a simple relationship between the extra shear
stress and the heat ﬂux in turbulent ﬂows). Therefore, the turbulent
Prandtl number is deﬁned as

Prt ¼

Du Rig
¼
:
Dh Rif

ð9Þ

The behaviour of Prt is shown in Fig. 4c and d as a function of Rig for
stratiﬁed turbulence at Res = 150 (Fig. 4c) and and Res = 180
(Fig. 4d). Under OB conditions, Prt ’ 1 with a slight increase
observed for increasing Rig. This result is in fair agreement with previous studies, where 0.7 < Prt < 1.2 depending on the speciﬁc ﬂow
conﬁguration (Gerz et al., 1989; Armenio and Sarkar, 2002). Under
NOB conditions a different behaviour is observed for Prt, which
attains larger values (associated to lower values of Rif). For these situations, increase of Prt with Rig is almost linear and does not attain
an asymptotic value. We note that NOB effects induced by l(T)
weaken for the case of Res = 180 (dotted lines in Fig. 4b and d), owing to the Re1
s scaling of the viscous term (Zonta et al., 2012a). Nonuniform Prt may be an issue in RANS modelling, where the Reynolds
analogy (Prt = 1) is widely used (Laskowski et al., 2007). Although
this analogy holds in several ﬂow instances (boundary layers,
pipes), it is difﬁcult to extend its validity to more complex ﬂows
(i.e. stratiﬁed ﬂows). Here we have shown that the assumption
Prt = 1 is reasonable for stratiﬁed turbulence under OB conditions
only, but it is unphysical and inaccurate under NOB conditions.
More accurate physical modelling is thus required to improve current parametrization of mixing in stratiﬁed turbulence.
4. Conclusions

ð8Þ

where u0z is the ﬂuctuation of the wall-normal velocity while Du and
Dh are the eddy diffusivities for momentum and heat transfer (intro-

We have used DNS to evaluate NOB effects on momentum and
heat transfer mechanisms for stably-stratiﬁed turbulence in water
ﬂows. Under NOB conditions, signiﬁcant changes on the ﬂow
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structure may occur. In particular, one-sided turbulence with local
ﬂow laminarization may be observed, depending on the ﬂow
parameters (Res, Ris). Associated to changes of the local ﬂow structure, large variations of heat (Nu) and momentum transfer coefﬁcients (Cf) may be observed. Since evaluating heat transfer rates
in stratiﬁed turbulence is of fundamental importance for environmental and industrial problems, we have developed a phenomenological model for Nu prediction as a function of Res and Ris (for both
OB and NOB conditions). We have also discussed the implication of
NOB conditions on mixing efﬁciency (i.e. ﬂux Richardson number
Rif) and turbulent Prandtl number (Prt). We have demonstrated
that the widely-used Reynolds analogy Prt = 1 (RANS modelling)
may be applied to stratiﬁed turbulence only under OB assumptions. For all those situations in which NOB effects become significant, the Reynolds analogy is not justiﬁed and accurate physical
modelling is required to improve parametrization of mixing.
Extensions of the present results to cover a larger range of Reynolds/Richardson numbers will be the subject of future works.
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